
TheHi morphology of low{mass dwarf galaxiesJ�urgen Ott (jott�astro.uni-bonn.de)Radioastronomishes Institut, Universit�at Bonn, Bonn, GermanyFabian Walter (fw�astro.alteh.edu)California Institute of Tehnology, Pasadena, USAElias Brinks (ebrinks�astro.ugto.mx)Departamento de Astronom��a, Universidad de Guanajuato, Guanajuato, MexioUli Klein (uklein�astro.uni-bonn.de)Radioastronomishes Institut, Universit�at Bonn, Bonn, GermanyKeywords: galaxies: individual (Holmberg I, UGC 5139, DDO 63) | galaxies:irregular | galaxies: dwarf | ISM: bubbles | ISM: HI1. The ase of Holmberg I and M81dwADwarf irregular galaxies in general show a pathy struture in their neu-tral hydrogen (Hi) distribution. Supernovae and stellar winds shape theInterstellar Medium (ISM), reating bubbles and shells of various sizes,the dimensions of whih inrease with dereasing gravitational poten-tial. We present deep optial Calar Alto and high{resolution multiarrayVLA data in the 21 m line of neutral hydrogen of both Holmberg Iand M81 dwA. These members of the nearby M81 group with totalHi masses of 1:1 � 108 and 8:4 � 106M� are at the lower mass rangeof dwarf irregular galaxies. The Hi in these objets is distributed in aprominent ring{like struture, enompassing the optial ounterparts.The radii of the rings are 0.85 kp for Holmberg I and 0.75 kp forM81 dwA, and show Hi frations of 3/4 and virtually all of the overallHi ontent, respetively. The standard model, in whih stellar windsand espeially supernova explosions are held responsible for the reationof these huge strutures, predits that the shells, if the energy inputhappened to be reently, are expanding. As our data don't show learevidene for expansion, we speulate that break{out and hene theloss of hot gas, has ourred whih might explain that the shells havestalled.Optial UBVRI surfae photometry shows in both ases a ratherat, but exponential derease of the light distribution from the entreof these objets right up to the peak of the Hi distribution (the Hiannulus) followed by a steeper slope exponential disk. 2000 Kluwer Aademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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